PROJECT#1: S3/ ORAL PRESENTATIONS: CHEMISTRY OF EVERYTHING
Ö For your S3 oral assessment, as if you were taking part in Fame Lab, you will be required to give a ten-minute
talk (maximum) to the class, in pairs:
9 you will prepare a presentation of an infographic poster or short animation about chemistry that you
will produce (about a product, a historical event or figure)
Ö you will find help on www.visme.com or www.canvas.com and inspiration there:
https://jameskennedymonash.wordpress.com/category/infographics/chemistry-of-everything/
+ You will find at the back of this page a timeline entitled Chemistry Through the Ages (from What’s
Chemistry all About? By Alex Frith & Dr Lisa Jane Gillepsie, ed Usborne)

Your presentation should take the following form:
9 A general introduction to the topic, why you chose to talk about this specific product/event/historical figure.
9 A detailed and entertaining (think of Fame Lab!) description of the poster and/or animation you have created
9 A conclusion that may include your point of view on other possible applications/ future use, etc
9 A few questions on the topic to your classmates to trigger up a discussion
Reminder:
9

You will hand in to your teacher an A4 printed version of your poster + short biblio/webography

9

BOTH speakers must be equally involved in the presentation.

9

Remember that you have been working on the subject and that your classmates have not, make yourself as
CLEAR as possible (write keywords on the board, etc)

9

Your presentation should last 10 minutes maximum (questions included).

You will be assessed on:
1/ your method (plan, summary of the document, i.e. NO paraphrase)
2/ your general expression (vocabulary, grammar, syntax, pronunciation)
3/ how you interact with the group (dynamism, clarity, questions to the group)
4/ as a class member, you will ALSO be assessed on how you get involved in the follow-up discussion.

DATE OF YOUR ORAL PRESENTATION: ___________________________________
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